PGA ACCESS
PGA ACCESS delivers a simple, cost-efficient corporate golf participation program that is impactful and fully customizable to
meet client entertainment, sales incentive and team building needs. The PGA of America has joined forces with TOURGOLF,
a corporate golf hospitality company with over 10 years of history providing unique golf experiences for companies of all sizes
to help win more business on the golf course.
Golf is the sport of business and PGA ACCESS is the ideal platform to build stronger relationships with key customers. PGA
ACCESS is exclusive to PGA Patrons, Partners and Hospitality Buyers and offers corporate membership programs that provide
access to three powerful premier golf services:
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“MEMBER FOR THE DAY” ACCESS TO PRIVATE GOLF CLUBS

PGA ACCESS provides unaccompanied playing privileges at the most extensive network of
premier golf facilities throughout the country. With a dedicated golf concierge at your service
7 days a week, 365 days a year, PGA ACCESS makes it easy to schedule quality time with clients
through these memorable golf experiences.

CUSTOMIZED SMALL GROUP OUTINGS AT PRIVATE GOLF CLUBS
PGA ACCESS offers the freedom to create the ultimate private golf event. FLEX Events are
customizable and PGA ACCESS can make events happen when and where others cannot. Small
group outings provide a more intimate and elegant experience that creates greater impact,
delivers a stronger ROI, and are cost-efficient.

THE FINEST SERIES OF GOLF EVENTS IN THE WORLD

PGA ACCESS will include a series of extraordinary single-day “member/guest” format events
hosted at premier facilities. The breadth of this schedule along with the ability to select events
in geographic regions that are convenient to top clients and prospects can prove to be an
incredibly powerful business entertainment tool for PGA Partners.

For more information, contact the PGA ACCESS team
by email at info@pgaaccess.com

